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Why Create an Estate Plan?
Creating an estate plan is one of the most important things you can do for your loved ones. It gives 

you freedom to decide who will inherit your assets, control over how those assets will be distributed, 

and provides your loved ones with guidance on how to carry out your affairs and wishes. Proper 

estate planning helps to maintain harmony and limit family conflicts and allows you to pass on a 

meaningful legacy to your loved ones based on what’s important to you.

This guide will help to provide a clearer understanding of estate planning — from basic tools to 

sophisticated planning techniques. By using this guide and working with your advisors to implement  

planning options, you’ll be well on your way to preserving the estate you’ve worked so hard to build.

Wealth Transfer Costs 
Without an estate plan, there can be additional or unnecessary costs associated with transferring wealth, including:

Professional Fees and Probate Costs 

Probate is the process by which a court oversees the distribution of your  
assets. The probate court will review your will, or if you die intestate (i.e.  
without a will), the court will determine how to distribute your estate  
according to state law (typically to next of kin). The probate process also  
includes appointing an executor, filing taxes, completing a final accounting 
of your estate, and paying final administrative expenses. 

During this process, your probate assets will be collected and distributed to 
your beneficiaries (either by the terms of your will or by your state intestacy 
laws). Probate assets include most assets owned solely in your name, such 
as bank accounts, real property, personal property (jewelry, artwork, cars, 
etc.), business interests, and any account that lists you or your estate as 
the beneficiary (such as a life insurance policy that lists your estate as the 
beneficiary). Non-probate assets include property held in a trust, property 
that passes by operation of law (such as joint tenancy or tenancy by the 
entirety), and property that passes via the terms of a contract (such as a 
retirement account or a life insurance policy).

Legal fees, accounting fees, and probate costs can deplete your estate, 
particularly if your estate is contested amongst heirs (as may be the case in 
an intestacy situation). Consider whether your estate will have enough liquid 
assets to pay these costs and adequately provide for your beneficiaries.

Income Taxes

Most assets receive a step-up in basis at death. Please note some qualified 
accounts (e.g., IRA, 401(k)), and annuities are subject to ordinary income tax 
after death and the values will be reduced accordingly.

ESTATE PLANNING HELPS  
TO ENSURE: 

•  Your assets will be managed 
competently if you become 
disabled

•  Your estate will be distributed 
to your beneficiaries as you 
decide

•  Those who depend on you 
will continue to be cared for 

•  You determine who will care 
for your minor children 

•  Your estate is distributed in 
the most tax-efficient manner 
possible

•  Probate and other estate 
administration costs are 
reduced
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Gift and Estate Taxes 

For many people of substantial wealth, federal estate taxes will take 
the largest chunk out of their estate. Each person subject to the estate 
tax has the ability to transfer a certain amount of property, during life 
or at death, without incurring any gift or estate taxes. This amount 
is commonly referred to as the “lifetime exemption.” Transfers made 
during life or at death in excess of this exemption are taxable at a 
maximum rate of 40%. 

As part of the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017, the lifetime exemption 
increased from $5M (indexed for inflation) to $10M (also indexed for 
inflation) – the exemption for 2019 in $11.4M. Note that this increase 
is scheduled to expire after December 31, 2025 and will revert to a  
$5M exemption level, taking into account inflation adjustments from 
2011-2025.   

State Estate and Inheritance Taxes 

In addition to federal estate taxes, each state has its own estate and 
inheritance laws. Currently, 12 states and the District of Columbia levy 
an estate tax separate from the federal estate tax. In addition, several 
states levy an inheritance tax in conjunction with, or as an alternative 
to, a state-level estate tax. State estate and inheritance tax rates can go 
as high as 20% and can vary depending upon the state, the size of the 
estate, and the beneficiaries of the estate. The amount exempt from 
state estate and inheritances taxes also varies by state law and several 
states have much lower exemptions than the current federal rates. 
Consult a local tax/legal advisor to determine the current tax in your 
state of residence.

Generation-Skipping Transfer Tax

In addition to gift and estate taxes, another tax to consider is the 
generation-skipping transfer (GST) tax, which imposes a tax on 
transfers to persons two or more generations below the transferor 
(“skip-persons”), including transfers from grandparents directly to 
grandchildren. The GST tax also affects transfers to, and distributions 
from, certain trusts. 

Similar to the lifetime exemption, a GST tax exemption exists to shelter 
transfers to skip persons from tax. The GST tax exemption is currently 
$10M, indexed each year for inflation ($11.4M in 2019). This amount 
is also scheduled to be reduced to $5M, indexed for inflation, after 
2025. Transfers that exceed the GST tax exemption are taxed at a flat 
40% rate. For more information on how to apply GST tax please refer 
to our Dynasty planning section found on page 7.

 

WHAT ASSETS ARE  
COUNTED FOR ESTATE  
TAX PURPOSES?

Your gross estate includes every 
asset you own at death, including 
cash, bank accounts, CDs, 
stocks, bonds, mutual funds, 
notes receivable, real estate, 
business interests, retirement plan 
assets, annuities, life insurance, 
automobiles, jewelry, and other 
personal property. These assets 
are usually taxed at their fair 
market value as of the date of 
death. Plus, all taxable gifts made 
during life are pulled back into 
the estate for estate tax purposes. 
(Credit is given for taxes paid on 
such prior gifts.)
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Basic Estate Planning Tools  
An effective estate plan should seek to minimize transfer costs and ensure liquidity to pay the costs  

that arise at your death. There are numerous non-estate tax reasons for estate planning as well.  

A basic understanding of the tools available can help to ensure that your estate is distributed and 

administered in the most efficient manner possible. 

Last Will and Testament 

Your will is an important document that contains your instructions on who will  
receive your assets. Your will can also establish who the executor of your estate 
will be (i.e., the person who administers your estate), and who will serve as 
guardians of your minor children (if applicable). A will does not typically affect 
the transfer of assets that are held jointly, or contracts that have beneficiary 
designations, such as life insurance, annuities, and retirement benefits. Assets 
passing under a will must be transferred through the probate process.

Living Will/Health Care Proxy 

A living will is a document that instructs your family members and doctors as to  
what type of medical care you do (or do not) want if you are no longer able to 
express informed consent. A living will becomes effective only when you are 
incapacitated to make your own medical decisions. Some states also allow you to 
create a power of attorney for health care, also known as a health care proxy, to 
appoint another individual to make health care decisions on your behalf if you are 
incapacitated.

Durable Power of Attorney 

A durable power of attorney is a document that authorizes one or more 
persons to act on your behalf if you are not able to act on financial, legal, and 
administrative matters yourself. A durable power of attorney can enable your 
family members to manage your affairs, without having a guardian or conservator 
appointed by the Probate Court. There are significant legal, administrative, privacy, 
and cost benefits to executing a durable power of attorney, which will take effect 
if you are absent or mentally incapacitated.

Revocable Trusts1

A trust is legal structure that allows a fiduciary (i.e., a “trustee”) to hold a 
property right for a beneficiary. Trusts can be revocable or irrevocable. 

A revocable trust (or a “living trust”) allows the trust creator (the “grantor”) to 
make changes to or revoke the trust. Because there is no loss of control for tax 
purposes, a revocable trust is treated as still belonging to the grantor. Assets in 
a revocable trust are considered part of the grantor’s estate. Revocable trusts 
become irrevocable upon the death of the grantor. 
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Revocable trusts are a commonly used estate planning tool because assets owned in a revocable trust avoid probate, 
often allowing beneficiaries to receive assets more quickly while affording, and affords the grantor’s estate more privacy. 
Revocable trusts also allow for individuals to control how their wealth is managed and distributed during life (such as 
during incapacity) as well as control the timing and manner of distributions after death. 

Irrevocable Trusts

An irrevocable trust is a trust whereby the grantor has given up all rights to revoke or amend the trust. When properly 
drafted and administered, property transferred to an irrevocable trust during life is removed from the grantor’s estate for 
estate tax purposes.  

In addition to estate tax exclusion, the irrevocable trust structure has many distinct benefits, including: 

•  Enhanced privacy: unlike wills which can be viewed by the public after death, trusts are not a matter of  
public record

•  Ongoing control over the distribution of assets

• The ability to hold various assets, including cash, bonds, and life insurance

•  Protection from creditors of the grantor and of the beneficiaries

• The ability to last for many years (or in perpetuity, depending on state law)

Marital Planning Considerations
Special estate planning techniques are available to married couples, including: 

Unlimited Marital Deduction

If you are married, you may transfer unlimited assets to your spouse, during lifetime or at death, without any federal 
estate or gift tax liability – this is known as the “unlimited marital deduction.” Note that if your spouse is not a U.S. 
citizen, other restrictions apply. You can take advantage of the marital deduction by making an outright gift to your 
spouse or by using a marital trust. A qualified terminable interest property (QTIP) trust is a common type of marital trust 
that lets you determine the final trust beneficiaries after your spouse dies. However, because marital deduction property is 
subject to estate taxes at the death of the surviving spouse, you may need to use other tax-saving techniques as well.

Portability 

A portability election allows a surviving spouse to use a deceased spouse’s unused federal lifetime exemption. If portability 
has been elected upon the first spouse’s death, the surviving spouse’s total exclusion from gift/estate taxes will equal 
his/her remaining exemption plus the deceased spouse’s unused exemption amount. As long as certain formalities are 
followed, portability is a simple and effective way to ensure that both spouses’ estate tax exclusions are fully utilized, 
effectively allowing a married couple to shelter $22,800,0002 (in 2019) from estate taxes.3 

Credit Shelter Trust

A credit shelter trust (also called a “bypass trust” or a “B trust”) is a trust funded with the remainder of a decedent’s 
unused lifetime exemption and usually benefits the decedent’s surviving spouse and children. Typically this kind of trust is 
drafted to ensure that the amounts transferred remain outside of the surviving spouse’s and/or children’s estate to avoid 
further estate taxes in the future.  
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Although portability has reduced the need for traditional credit shelter trusts, these trusts are still a valuable and 
necessary estate planning tool in many cases. The trust structure allows for greater control over the disposition of 
assets and allows for assets to appreciate outside of the surviving spouse’s taxable estate. It is important to note that 
portability does not apply for GST tax purposes, so use of a credit shelter trust may be important to preserve GST tax 
exemption. (see page 7 on dynasty trusts for more information). 

If a credit shelter trust will be utilized, married couples should consider titling assets in a way that equalizes 
individual ownership among both spouses so that both spouses can fully use their applicable exclusion amounts, 
regardless of who dies first. 

Estate Planning Through Gifting
Gifting during your life can remove assets and their future appreciation from your estate and 

help you establish a legacy. When deciding which assets to give away, generally you should 

choose assets that you believe will appreciate over time, and/or assets that can be given away 

at a discounted gift tax value. Your advisors can help you determine if you should start a gifting 

program and what assets you should consider gifting.

Annual  
Exclusion Gifts

You can gift up to $15,000 in cash or other assets each year to as many individuals 
as you wish without paying any federal gift taxes.4 If both spouses use their annual 
exclusions, a married couple can transfer $30,000 per year to each recipient. An annual 
gift-giving strategy may help to reduce your total estate tax liability.

Trusts with “Crummey” 
Powers

Gifts to a trust can qualify for the annual gift tax exclusion if the trust provides its 
beneficiaries with the right to withdraw gifts from the trust for a certain time after the 
gifts are made. These withdrawal powers are known as “Crummey” powers. Crummey 
trusts can also be established to benefit minors and to provide for their future expenses, 
such as education.

Lifetime  
Exemption Gifts 

In addition to annual exclusion gifts, transfers made during life up to the lifetime 
exemption amount ($11.4M in 2019) do not result in any gift tax being due. Because the 
lifetime exemption amount is indexed annually for inflation, consider gifting the increases 
as they occur.

Gifts Paid Directly to 
Medical or Education 
Providers

If you are interested in paying certain educational or medical expenses on behalf of 
another individual, such as a child or grandchild, consider paying the provider directly. 
Qualifying payments do not count against the annual gift tax exclusion or your 
applicable exclusion amount and are not subject to gift tax or GST tax.
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Irrevocable Life Insurance Trusts (ILITs) 
An ILIT is an irrevocable trust that contains provisions specifically designed to facilitate the 

ownership of one or more life insurance policies. The ILIT is both the owner and the beneficiary 

of the life insurance policies, typically insuring the life of the grantor. If the trust is structured 

and managed properly, the life insurance death benefit received by the ILIT will not be subject to 

income tax or estate tax.5 

Given how high the  
current GST tax exemption 
is funding a dynasty trust 
with this increased exemption 
presents a tremendous multi-
generational tax planning 
opportunity.7

When funded with life insurance, an ILIT can help:

•  Provide cash for your beneficiaries, usually free of income and estate  
taxes, to pay estate taxes and other transfer costs

•  Create a pool of assets to increase your beneficiaries’ total inheritance 

•  Protect the trust assets from your beneficiaries’ creditors 

•  Provide for the effective management of assets after your death

•  Take advantage of the annual gift tax exclusion 

•  Effectively leverage your GST tax exemption 

•  Provide liquidity for estate equalization among heirs, especially when the 
estate is made up of assets that may be hard to divide, including business 
interests, real estate, art, or other collectibles 

ILIT Trustee 

The trustee of an ILIT can generally be anyone other than the insured, although 
naming an “independent trustee” may offer greater flexibility for distribution 
of trust assets. If a trust beneficiary is also a trustee, distributions should 
generally be subject to an “ascertainable standard” such as health, education, 
maintenance, and support. 

Adding Flexibility and Longevity to Irrevocable Trusts 

Dynasty Trusts

A dynasty trust is a long-term trust created to maximize the transfer of  
wealth from generation to generation while minimizing (or eliminating) the 
impact of the GST tax and the estate tax. To minimize or eliminate continual 
exposure to the estate and GST tax, a dynasty trust generally provides 
beneficiaries with access to the trust assets (such as for health, education, 
maintenance, and support) with no set date for termination. Accordingly, 
dynasty trusts are meant to last for as many generations as is allowed under 
state law.6  See page 3 for more information on the GST tax.
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Spousal Lifetime Access Trusts (SLATs)

A SLAT is a type of ILIT that names the grantor’s spouse as a beneficiary of the trust, thus providing the spouse with 
access to trust assets, including life insurance cash value if applicable. If drafted and administered properly, an ILIT 
with SLAT language will not cause inclusion in either spouse’s estate. ILITs with SLAT provisions provide an enhanced 
level of control and flexibility over the assets because the trustee can make distributions to the spouse should the 
spouse need access to the trust funds in the future. 

A SLAT can be set up using either a single life or a survivorship life insurance policy. It can be a good way to 
supplement retirement income or provide emergency cash, while at the same time getting the benefits of owning 
life insurance inside an irrevocable trust. A SLAT can also be a way to hedge against the possibility of tax law 
changes by providing financial security for your family through the ILIT, as well as offering increased flexibility and 
indirect access to trust assets.

Grantor Trusts

A grantor trust – also commonly referred to as an “intentionally defective 
grantor trust” (IDGT) – is a type of irrevocable trust that contains certain 
provisions or powers that cause the grantor of the trust to be treated as the 
owner of the trust assets, but only for income tax purposes. For estate tax 
purposes, assets held inside the trust remain outside of the grantor’s taxable 
estate. Consequently, the trust is referred to as being “defective” because 
the grantor must pay all income taxes associated with trust assets even 
though the grantor does not actually own these assets or control them. 

A grantor trust, in addition to owning life insurance, can also own income 
producing assets such as stock or real estate. The income generated by the 
assets will be taxed at the grantor’s income tax rate, which is typically lower 
than the trust’s income tax rate. Moreover, because the trust income is 
attributed to the grantor individually, rather than to the trust, no trust assets 
need to be spent to pay income taxes, which can allow them to grow more 
rapidly inside of the trust. 

Sophisticated Planning Options
Family Limited Partnerships 

You can use a family limited partnership (FLP) or a limited liability company (LLC) to consolidate ownership and 
management of family assets and shift income or appreciation to other family members. These entities allow parents 
to make discounted gifts of limited partnership interests to children and grandchildren, or to trusts for their benefit, 
without surrendering control of a business or property. Such gifts may qualify for valuation discounts because they 
are not marketable assets and are often minority interests subject to transfer restrictions.

A grantor trust can incorporate 
one or more of these special 
provisions to meet a client’s 
needs. For example, a particular 
ILIT could be structured as 
an intentionally defective 
grantor trust with both 
spousal access and dynasty 
trust provisions. 
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Grantor Retained Annuity Trusts

A Grantor Retained Annuity Trust (GRAT) is a sophisticated estate planning tool that can help you reduce or avoid gift 
and estate taxes on certain assets. 

A GRAT is an irrevocable trust into which you transfer assets, such as stock to an irrevocable trust and retain a right to 
receive an annual annuity payment from the trust. The annuity payment is calculated using an interest rate determined 
monthly by the IRS known as the 7520 rate. At the end of the trust term, all other assets and  
any appreciation on those assets remains in the trust for the benefit of the trust beneficiaries.

With a GRAT, because you have retained an interest in the trust assets, there may be a substantial gift tax discount on the 
original transfer to the trust. Any appreciation on the trust assets that occurs during the trust term will also pass to the 
beneficiaries, free of additional estate or gift tax. However, if you die during the term of the GRAT, its value will be included 
in your gross estate for estate tax purposes. Life insurance can help offset this potential increase in estate tax. 

Qualified Personal Residence Trust (QPRT)

QPRTs function similarly to GRATs, except that the asset you transfer into the trust is a qualifying personal residence or 
vacation home. You retain the right to live in the residence for a specific number of years. If you survive the trust term, 
the ownership of the residence passes to your beneficiaries at the end of the term, free of additional gift or estate tax. 
Note, the QPRT may be drafted to permit the grantor to continue to occupy the property after the term of the trust 
expires in return for payments of market rent to the QPRT. 

Similar to a GRAT, a gift tax discount on the original transfer of to the trust may be available. If you outlive the QPRT 
term, the residence and all appreciation will pass to the trust beneficiaries free of additional estate or gift tax. 

Private Loan to Trust 

In lieu of making gifts to a trust, entering into a private finance arrangement with your ILIT can be an efficient way to 
fund an irrevocable trust using little to no gifting. Under a private financing arrangement, you loan cash to your trust in 
exchange for a promissory note with interest charged at or above the applicable federal rate (AFR). Your ILIT trustee can 
then use the borrowed funds to purchase life insurance or other assets in the trust as well as repay the interest due on 
the note. At the end of the loan term, the trust repays the debt using assets held in the trust and all remaining assets will 
be retained in the trust and appreciate out of your taxable estate. 

Sale to an Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust 

Another effective technique to remove assets from your estate using minimal gifting is by selling an asset to an 
Intentionally Defective Grantor Trust (IDGT).8 In this technique, you will make an initial “seed” gift (usually at least 10% 
of the value of the assets that will be sold) to an irrevocable trust with grantor trust provisions. Afterwards, you will then 
sell assets to the trust in exchange for a promissory note bearing an interest rate at or above the applicable federal rate 
(AFR). Once the asset is in the trust, all appreciation and income stays (and grows) in the trust for the benefit of the trust 
beneficiaries and is removed from your estate. By selling the asset, you are able to “freeze” the value of the asset in your 
estate and move the appreciation of the asset outside of your estate with minimal gifting required. Moreover, because 
the trust is a grantor trust and you are responsible for paying the income taxes for the trust each year, assets within the 
trust can accumulate and compound at a faster rate.

The trustee may use some of the seed gift and/or income generated off the asset to purchase a life insurance policy 
on your life to provide additional leverage or liquidity to help repay the note. Trust income can also be used to pay the 
interest on the note each year and may help towards repaying the principal on the promissory note prior to death.

Income-producing assets, such as commercial real estate, securities, or limited partnership interests, and assets that are 
expected to appreciate are ideal for this technique.
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Split Dollar Arrangements 

A split-dollar arrangement is a plan in which a permanent life insurance policy’s premiums, cash value, and death 
benefit are split between two parties – usually the grantor of the trust and the trust itself. One of the greatest benefits 
of this type of split arrangement is the opportunity for you to fund a permanent life insurance policy outside of your 
taxable estate while minimizing exposure for gift and GST taxes. As part of the arrangement, the trust generally 
will be required to repay you (or your estate) some portion of the death benefit, usually equal to premiums paid, or 
in some cases, cash value; however the excess death benefit will be held in trust for the benefit of your family and 
generally will be received income and estate-tax free. 

This technique offers the opportunity to fund significant amounts of life insurance outside the estate with very 
minimal use of gifting as compared to making gifts of the full premium to the trust each year. 

Estate Planning and the Family Business
If you own a family business, coordinating your estate planning and business planning is critical. Because many 
business owners fail to plan for the future, only 30% of family businesses make a successful transition to the  
next generation.9

Plan for Your Successor At your retirement, disability, or death, who will run the business? Have you 
designated your successor? Does your successor have the maturity, training, 
experience, and desire to run the business? These are important questions to  
address as part of your estate planning process.

Decide How to Transfer 
Ownership

Will your successor own all or part of the business? How will ownership be 
transferred — through gift or sale?

If you wish to sell all or part of your business to provide cash for yourself or for other 
beneficiaries, it is often advisable to create a buy-sell agreement, which designates 
the date, method, and price for the future purchase of your business. Buy-sell 
agreements, and the funding for them, can be structured in many ways to suit the 
needs of the involved parties.

Plan for Estate  
Taxes

How much is your business worth? How will your estate pay the estate taxes when 
your business is transferred at your death, or after the death of you and your spouse? 
Many estates do not have enough liquid assets to pay estate taxes, and generating cash 
by selling assets in an emergency can destroy a business. Talk with your advisors now 
to determine how to minimize your projected estate tax liability and pay the remaining 
estate taxes.

Provide for Key 
Employees

As a business owner, you need to structure competitive compensation and benefit 
packages to attract and retain key employees. Due to annual contribution limits, 
many highly compensated executives find that they cannot save enough in IRAs 
and qualified plans to maintain the style of living during retirement. Non-qualified 
deferred compensation is an excellent way to provide supplemental retirement 
savings to select employees.
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Charitable Planning
You can transfer an unlimited amount of assets to qualifying charitable organizations during your 

lifetime or at death without paying any estate or gift taxes. Charitable gifts may be made outright 

(during life or at death) to charitable organizations, or via charitable trusts.

Outright Gifts to Charity 

Making outright charitable gifts (during life or at death) can provide a number of benefits, including:

•  Helping a charity continue or expand its charitable purpose

•  Avoiding or minimizing federal estate tax exposure

•   Receiving an income tax deduction (when applicable) on charitable transfers made during life. Please note that there 
are formalities and rules pertaining to gifts during life. Please work with your tax and legal experts to understand 
charitable planning deductions.

Charitable Lead Trust

A good vehicle for people who wish to make current gifts to charity is a charitable lead trust (CLT). A CLT provides an 
income stream to a selected charity or charities during the donor’s life or for a specified time period. After the trust term 
ends, the remaining trust assets pass to the donor or to the non-charitable beneficiaries named in the trust.

Charitable Remainder Trust 

You can also create a Charitable Remainder Trust (CRT) during your lifetime or at death. With this technique, you 
irrevocably transfer an asset to the CRT, and retain the right to receive payments from the CRT for a certain period — such 
as for your lifetime and your spouse’s lifetime. Typically, a portion of the payments is a tax-free return of principal. At your 
death (or after you and your spouse are deceased), the assets remaining in the CRT will be transferred to one or more 
charities that you name in the trust.

A CRT may be particularly beneficial if you have any assets — such as stock or real estate — that have appreciated greatly 
since you acquired them. The benefits of a CRT may include:

•  Minimization of capital gains tax

•  Charitable income tax deduction

•  Reduced estate taxes

•  Increased income stream

•  Substantial benefit to charity

Wealth Replacement Trust 

To replace the assets going to charity, the CRT is often coupled with an ILIT known as a Wealth Replacement Trust. You 
can use a portion of the income stream from the CRT to make gifts to the Wealth Replacement Trust. The trustee can then 
purchase life insurance on you, or survivorship insurance on you and your spouse, to benefit your family.
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The Role of Life Insurance
Life insurance is widely used in estate and business planning because it provides an important source of 

liquidity when it is needed most — at the death of the insured. Death benefits are usually received free 

of income tax. And, with proper estate planning, insurance proceeds can be free of estate tax as well.

Personal uses for Life Insurance 

•  Supply family members with an income source after the death of an income earner or caregiver 

•  Provide cash to pay estate taxes

•  Pay mortgages and other expenses at death

•  Create an estate for your beneficiaries

•  Equalize inheritances among children

•  Leverage your annual gift tax exclusion, lifetime exemption, and GST tax exemption

Life Insurance and Business Planning

•  Informally funding vehicle for deferred compensation arrangements

•  Provide death benefit to a key employee’s family

•  Finance the replacement of a key employee

•  Replace lost revenues after losing a key employee

•  Finance the purchase of the business (buy-sell planning)

LIVING BENEFITS OF LIFE INSURANCE

Did you know that life insurance offers much more than just an income tax-free death benefit10 A John Hancock 
permanent life insurance policy, along with optional riders, can provide the following benefits:

 Potential ability to 
supplement income 
by accessing the 
policy’s cash value  
on an income-tax  
free basis.11

Ability to accelerate 
death benefit 
during life to pay 
for qualified 
long-term care 
expenses. 

Ability to receive a one-time 
lump sum in the event that 
you experience a critical 
illness. The critical illnesses 
are defined in the contract and 
often include cancer, stroke 
and heart attack.  

The opportunity to 
reduce premiums and 
earn rewards and 
discounts based on 
the things you do to 
stay healthy with the 
Vitality program. 
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Re-examining your plan

Maintaining your estate plan is as important as creating it. You should review your estate plan periodically with your 
advisors to make sure it still meets your current goals, especially if a change in any of the following has occurred:

•  Marital status

•  Immediate family (such as a birth, special needs, marriage, or death)

•  Business arrangements

•  Tax laws

•  Residence (especially if you’ve moved to a new state)

•  The amount or type of your assets

Building your Advisory Team

Your team of advisors should work together to achieve your estate planning goals. Your team may include:

•  Attorney

•  Accountant

•  Financial Advisor

•  Life Insurance Representative

•  Trust Officer/Professional Trustee
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For more information on using life insurance to help meet your estate 
planning goals, please contact your financial advisor.

1. Trusts should be drafted by an attorney familiar with such matters in order to take into account income and estate tax laws (including the generation-skipping transfer tax). 
Failure to do so could result in adverse tax treatment of trust proceeds.
2. The lifetime exemption is $10M, indexed for inflation ($11.4M in 2019). This amount is scheduled to revert to a $5M exemption, indexed for inflation, after 2026.
3. The amount of exclusion is indexed for inflation and is only available for federally recognized married couples who are US Citizens. If a married decedent’s applicable exclusion 
amount is not fully used, then the decedent’s executor may elect to allow the surviving spouse to use the unused exclusion amount upon the subsequent death of the surviving 
spouse. The election is automatically made by timely filing of the married decedent’s estate tax return (IRS Form 706), unless the executor opts out of the automatic elections.
4. The annual gift tax exclusion is indexed annually for inflation in increments of $1,000. In 2019 it is $15,000.
5.  Whether the proceeds of a life insurance contract are included in the gross estate of the insured depends on whether, at the time of death (or within the three-year period 
prior to death) the insured held any incidents of ownership” with respect to the policy. IRC §§2042 and 2035(d)(2).
6. Over 20 states have abolished the common law “rule against perpetuities,” which traditionally limited the duration of trusts. Consult your tax advisors to determine the law for 
your state.
7. Clients making annual exclusion gifts to a Dynasty Trust should generally allocate GST tax exemption to these gifts unless the gifts qualify under IRC Section 2642(c). When 
annual exclusion gifts are made to a Dynasty Trust, some estate planners suggest limiting these gifts to the greater of $5,000 or 5% of the trust estate per beneficiary. See IRC 
Section 2514(e). The gift may also avoid the GST tax if (1) the gift qualifies for the predeceased ancestor exception in IRC section 2651(e) or (2) the transfer meets the IRC section 
2642(c) exception. Section 2642(c) provides that certain “direct skips” to a trust created for the benefit of a single beneficiary will not be subject to GSTT if the trust estate will 
be included in the beneficiary’s gross estate at death, and the transfer qualifies for the annual gift tax exclusion or the qualified tuition or medical expense exclusion under IRC 
Section 2503.
8. The IRS has determined that the transfer of assets between a grantor and his grantor trust will not be treated as a “sale” for income tax purposes. See Revenue Ruling 85-13.
9. Family Business Institute. Succession Planning. Retrieved July 2018.  https://www.familybusinessinstitute.com/consulting/succession-planning/
10. Life insurance death benefit proceeds are generally excludable from the beneficiary’s gross income for income tax purposes. There are a few exceptions such as when a life in-
surance policy has been transferred for valuable consideration. Comments on taxation are based on John Hancock’s understanding of current tax law, which is subject to change. 
No legal, tax or accounting advice can be given by John Hancock, its agents, employees or registered representatives. Prospective purchasers should consult their professional tax 
advisor for details.
11. Loans and withdrawals will reduce the death benefit and the cash surrender value, and may cause the policy to lapse. Lapse or surrender of a policy with a loan may cause 
the recognition of taxable income. Withdrawals in excess of the cost basis (premiums paid) will be subject to tax and certain withdrawals within the first 15 years may be subject 
to recapture tax. Additionally, policies classified as modified endowment contracts may be subject to tax when a loan or withdrawal is made. A federal tax penalty of 10% may 
also apply if the loan or withdrawal is taken prior to age 59½.  Withdrawals are available after the first policy year.
This material does not constitute tax, legal, investment or accounting advice and is not intended for use by a taxpayer for the purposes of avoiding any IRS penalty. Comments on 
taxation are based on tax law current as of the time we produced the material.
All information and materials provided by John Hancock are to support the marketing and sale of our products and services, and are not intended to be impartial advice or 
recommendations. John Hancock and its representatives will receive compensation from such sales or services. Anyone interested in these transactions or topics may want to seek 
advice based on his or her particular circumstances from independent advisors.
Insurance products are issued by: John Hancock Life Insurance Company (U.S.A.), Boston, MA 02210 (not 
licensed in New York) and John Hancock Life Insurance Company of New York, Valhalla, NY 10595.
© 2019 John Hancock. All rights reserved.
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